TRAINING COURSE
Writing for Success for Horizon Europe Calls

Writing for Success for Horizon Europe Calls, with Practical Examples

Course Content
This course is aimed at new and
experienced proposal writers from:
• The private sector
• Higher education institutions
• Research and technology
organisations
• Other research-performing
organisations
During this hands-on training,
attendees will be given practical
tools and techniques they can use in
planning and writing collaborative
proposals for public funding. The
course will cover:
• Mapping your proposal idea
– including setting objectives,

demonstrating impact and
project implementation
• Consortium building – including
selecting and engaging the
most appropriate partners
• Resource / effort table and
project finances – how to make
them work in your proposal
• Setting your milestones to
achieve delivery
• Practical exercises – including
Q&A
The skills gained in this course are
transferable to any public funding
stream and will also be useful in
guiding teams writing proposals in a
collaborative manner.

About the TWI Innovation Network (TWIIN)
TWI is one of the world’s largest, independent, not-for-profit, membershipbased research and technology organisations. TWIIN is a vehicle for the
management of a large portfolio of innovation activities across TWI, and
its Innovation Centres and Industrial Members. TWIIN offers a range of
support, services and advice including innovation consultancy, partner
matching and brokerage, and the development of high quality, collaborative
research proposal submissions for UK and EU funding programmes.
Want to learn more? Simply visit: www.twi-global.com/innovation-network.
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Delivery
Online, one full day or
1 full day, in-person at TWI
Cambridge
09:00 to 16:30 BST
13 October 2022
Also available as in-house
training, at your premises
or
online,
tailored
to
your
specific
company/
organisation - please contact
us to discuss this option

Course Fee
£500+VAT TWIIN Members and TWI
Industrial Members Online
£550+VAT TWIIN Members and TWI
Industrial Members In-person
£575+VAT Non-Members Online
£625+VAT Non Members In-person

Book a Course Place

For more information, please email to: info@twi-innovation-network.com
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Meet The Trainer

Heidi Dyson

Group Manager, Public
Funding Management
- PFM

Heidi Dyson is the Group Manager for
Public Funding Management at TWI.
She has over 20 years’ experience in
collaborative projects funded by key public
bodies from the EU and the UK. Heidi also
ran her own Consultancy company from
2014 to 2019 where, among other things,
she co-wrote proposals for SMEs, reviewed
proposals, achieving a high success rate,
and provided various training on proposal
writing and financial management for
proposals and projects all over Europe,
the UK and Turkey. During this period,
Heidi was an expert evaluator, rapporteur
and expert reviewer for the Horizon 2020
programme. She also gave briefings on
behalf of UK Government agencies and
intermediaries on the SME instrument from
an Evaluator’s point of view. Heidi brings
to the training her practical knowledge of
the full life cycle process of collaborative
projects, from proposal writing and delivery
of live projects through to financial and
contractual matters, and audit.

Contact us today to discuss your
route to TWIIN training courses:
E: info@twi-innovation-network.com
T: +44(0)1223 899000
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